
 

 

 

ANDEXANET ALFA 

 

“The Bower Meadow”, oil on canvas 1850 -1872, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Manchester 

City Art Galleries, Manchester, UK 



 

 This is Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s “The Bower meadow”. It is one of the most stunning 

works of the mid Nineteenth century artistic movement known as the “Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood”. The style depicted scenes and allegory from the classical and early 

medieval world, i.e pre-Raphael.  

 

Women were chosen as models by the brotherhood for their “stunning” qualities, in fact 

it was Rossetti himself who first coined the term “stunner” when referring to beautiful 

women he would approach to model for him. These women would sometimes take some 

convincing to pose as in the mid Nineteenth century the term “model” was conceived to 

be perilously close to prostitute! Nonetheless quite a number of very beautiful women did 

pose for the Pre-Raphaelite (and other) painters. The artists by convincing the women to 

pose would often achieve for them a degree of celebrity and “immortality” in the same 

manner as the film companies of the next century would do so for their “starlets”.  

 

Models could come from a wide spectrum of society. In the Bower Meadow, the maiden 

on the left was posed for by no less than the daughter of the Greek Consul to London, 

Marie Spitalli, a “true stunner” in Rossetti’s words.  The model for the maiden on the 

right was Alexa Wilding. In a Twentieth century parallel to the “discovery” of Claudia 

Schiffer in a Berlin disco, Rossetti discovered her one day walking on the streets of 

London. Although reluctant to pose at first without her mother’s permission she did 

eventually agree and became immortalized as one of Rossetti’s most famous models. 

Although a “top shelf” stunner Alexa apparently had, to quote Rossetti, “little 

conversation, and little curiosity of the world, being content to sit Sphinx-like as if in a 

continual daydream”.  It would be these very qualities however that would make her one 

of Rossetti’s favourite models! 

 

The best things in life sometimes take time. It is interesting to note that Rossetti took 22 

years to complete “The Bower Meadow”! The landscape background was completed in 

1850 just after the “Pre-Raphaelite” brotherhood came into being. The canvas then 

stood barren and neglected in his studio with several half hearted attempts to complete it,  

until in 1872, inspired by Marie and Alexa he finally added them into the foreground as 

the main subjects of a mediaeval troupe of women playing the exquisite instruments of 

those times, the “zither” and the “psalter”.  

 

After sitting for long stagnant years the management of thrombotic disease in the late 

20th century suddenly took a quantum leap in improvement! For many years the canvas 

of anticoagulation had stood neglected, until two “stunners” were discovered - the 

Direct Thrombin Inhibitors and the Direct Factor Xa Inhibitors! Both were hastily 

introduced into clinical practice by “Big Pharma, with more of an eye to profit than to 

patient safety - no concurrent antidote was provided, a severe limitation when compared 

to “old fashioned” warfarin! And so the anticoagulation canvas, is yet still not complete 

- the stunners have been added into the picture, but their antidote, Andexanet is yet to 

finally complete it!   
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Introduction 

 

Andexanet Alfa is an agent currently undergoing intensive study for utility as a reversal 

agent for the Direct Factor Xa Inhibitors. 

 

Direct Factor Xa Inhibitor, agents currently in use include: 

 

● Rivaroxaban 

 

● Apixaban 

 

Note that heparin and similar are indirect Factor Xa Inhibitors, in that these  bind to the 

enzyme inhibitor antithrombin III, and strongly activate it. The activated antithrombin 

III, then inactivates thrombin, factor Xa (and other protease) resulting in anticoagulation.   

 

Andexanet Alfa has a unique “decoy” action  
 

Though the Factor Xa inhibitors have significant advantages over warfarin, the lack of a 

specific antidote to reverse their anticoagulant effects remains an important limitation. 

 

The rapid onset and offset of action of andexanet and the ability to administer it as an IV 

bolus or as a bolus plus an infusion promises to provide good flexibility with regard to 

the restoration of hemostasis when urgent factor Xa inhibitor reversal is required. 

 

History 

 

The first direct factor Xa inhibitor was rivaroxaban. It was first introduced into clinical 

practice in Canada in 2008.    

 

Unlike warfarin it has no reversal agent   

 

Andexanet Alfa, originally known only as PRT064445, is being developed by Portola 

Pharmaceuticals as an antidote to the direct acting Factor Xa inhibitors.  

 

Chemistry 

 

Andexanet is a recombinant genetically modified human factor Xa 

 

Classification  

 

Andexanet is the first in a novel class of “decoy” drugs that show promise in the reversal 

of factor Xa inhibitors.   

 

Preparations 

 

None available for clinical use to date.   



 

Mechanism of Action 

 

Andexanet alfa is a specific reversal agent that is designed to neutralize the anticoagulant 

effects of both direct and indirect factor Xa inhibitors. 

 

It has a unique “decoy” action  

 

Andexanet is a recombinant modified human factor Xa decoy protein that is catalytically 

inactive but that retains the ability to bind factor Xa inhibitors (such as rivaroxaban) at 

the active site with high affinity. 

 

Andexanet binds and sequesters factor Xa inhibitors within the vascular space, thereby 

restoring the activity of endogenous factor Xa. 

 

It reduces levels of anticoagulant activity, as assessed by:  

 

● Measurement of thrombin generation  

 

And  

 

● Anti–factor Xa activity 

 

 ♥ This can be used as a direct measure of anticoagulant activity. 

 

Pharmacodynamics 
 

Reversal effects are dose-dependent and rapid, (within 2 - 5 minutes). 

 

The pharmacodynamic half-life of andexanet is approximately 1 hour. 

 

Clinical effects of bolus last around 1- 2 hours 

 

Effects can be maintained with ongoing infusions. 

  

Pharmacokinetics 

 

Absorption: 

 

● Andexanet Alfa is administered IV, as a bolus and/or an infusion. 

 

Distribution 

 

● Unknown  

 

Metabolism and excretion: 

 

●  Unknown  



 

Indications 

 

Andexanet Alfa is indicated for the urgent reversal of the anticoagulant effects of the 

factor Xa inhibitors: 

 
●  Life-threatening hemorrhage  

 
●  Emergent surgery 

 

Contra-indications/precautions 

 

As yet no absolute contraindications are known, for those who require urgent reversal of 

a Direct Factor Xa Inhibitors   

  

Pregnancy 

 

Unknown  

 

Breast feeding 

 

Unknown  

 

Adverse Effects 

 

No serious adverse reactions have been reported. 

 

No thrombotic events have been recorded  

 

Neutralizing antibodies against andexanet have not been detected. Andexanet has little 

immunogenicity after a single intravenous exposure. 

 

No antibodies against factor Xa or factor X have been observed. 

 

Dosing 

 

In trials Andexanet is being administered as an IV bolus plus a 1 - 2 hour infusion. 

 

Proposed dosing is: 

 

● 400 mg IV bolus  ± 2 hours infusion at 4 mg/min. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 1 

 

The coagulation cascade and fibrinolytic system: 

 

Extrinsic clotting pathway                       Intrinsic clotting pathway, (F12)                        

(F3, tissue thromboplastin) 
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